
Year 3 WOWs 
Summer 1 Week 4 



Rockhopper 

Mr Rauf’s Stars of the week 
Aadam 
Ibrahim 
Hakim 

Norbert 
Ayan 

Shekinah 
Sana 

Anabia 
Anaya 
Muhsin 

Zaid 

Here are our Active champions for this week in action. Well done to 
Shekinah, Aadam, Hakim and Ibrahim. 

Norbert has been 
working hard to 

memorise his 
spellings. 

For his topic planner task, Hakim 
made Stone Age tools using 

squishy beads. Well done Aadam for writing a detailed 
description of a setting. 

Sana 
completed her 
grammar tasks 

accurately. 



      King 

Iqra 
Ekram 

Abdallah 
Yahya 
Daania 
Oskar 

Mrs Garrett and Mr Kadir’s  
Stars of the week 

Subhan has 
been 

keeping fit 
whilst having 
fun whizzing 
around on 
his scooter! 

Daania researched some excellent facts about VE day 
and developed her knowledge of England's history. 

Yahya wrote a fantastic setting description  about the tree in 
the picture. Using amazing vocabulary and  

year 3 writing features. It was an absolute  pleasure to read! 

Zaydan 
wrote some 

brilliant 
sentences for 
his spellings! 

Oskar has shared over 100 posts since 
he has started to work on Seesaw. He 

has been working extremely hard on all 
the work that has been set for King 
Class! He has even done additional 

tasks not set by the school! Great 
learning attitude Oskar! 



  Humboldt 

Armaan 
Inaayah 
Mustafa 
Zaynab 

 

Mrs Godhania’s Stars of the week: 

Amirah has 
been busy 

baking. 

Inaayah, 
Mustafa and 
Yahya have  

been making a 
great effort to 

stay fit. 

Amazing Topic Work! 
 

,  
Hasan, Safa, Malaika, Elham, Abdullah, 
Hamna, Huda and Nabhan have been 

busy competing against year 4. 
Well done year 3 for winning! 

Hasan’s 
list of 

 Stone Age jobs 

Amaan made 
a tasty 

strawberry 
cheese cake! 

Abdullah 
and 

Zulifqar  
getting 
fresh air 

and 
staying 
active. 

Zaynah’s 
Stone Age recipe 

Abdullah, Elham and 
Huda  have been busy 

reading. using 

Malaika’s amazing 
Stone Age Homes 

Congratulation 
 
 

 for such a fantastic 
contribution to the 

Year 3 points. 



Emperor 

Miss Reain’s Stars of the week 
      Hassan       Keya 

     Usayd 
          Jibraan    Saad 
                   Najat   
     Maimunah         Aarib 

      Fatima 

Miss Reain has 
 been planting  
Sunflowers  

Usayd drew a great 
picture of two characters  
from The Enchanted Wood! 

Humza wrote a great  
Setting description 

Maimunah demonstrated  
her great mathematical skills!  

Hassan built a great  
replica of a Stone Age dwelling. 

Well done to Fatima, Jibraan and Aarib who  
are all making a great effort to stay fit! 

Keya made delicious 
butterscotch cookies! 

Humza made 
Churros! 

Jibraan made 
biscuits! 

Hassan 
baked 
chocolate 
chip 
cookies! 



Adelie 

 
Amaan 
Samaira 
Haroon K 

Steven 
Tahira 
Noor  

Mr Gibbs’ Stars of the week: 

Steven made a fantastic 
gratitude dice. 

Samaira has been getting artistic 
and has created this lovely 

drawing for The Enchanted Wood 
and an amazing cave painting.  

Amaan has been working super hard this week.   
He finished top of the leader board for the  
year group battle on TTRS. Not only that but  
here are two stress balls he made at home and  
his very own gratitude dice . 

Haroon has been creative at home. He 
made his very own bottle organ and 
designed a stone age cave drawing. 

Noor 
looking 
very 
proud  
with her 
fantastic 
gratitude 
dice.  

Tahira has been 
keeping active at home 
with her little brother 

Mrs James made 
a den with her 

boys. 


